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Our son tells us, with the wisdom
gained in sixth grade English, that editorials "must always contain a statement of opinion," and comments that
sometimes ours just describe the current issue. Since his criticism caught us
just about to write the "descriptive"
type of editors' page for this month, it
presented something oi a dilemma for several hours.
Then a way out presented itself. To
make this a true editorial, we'll state
the opinion that this is an issue crampacked with so much thought-provoking material that we just have to comment on some of it. So much for the
editorial opinion; read on for thoughts
by Vaughn Parrish and Harold Bausch
on calling. And write us your opinions—
you surely won't agree with all the
authors' declarations which you read and we want to hear from you.
We trust Harold Bausch will forgive
us for printing parts of his letter to
Stan under Feedback, but so much of
his personal philosophy comes through
the words, that we consider it worthwhile reading.
In a way, this issue contains several
testimonials to the influence of square
dancing on lives: Les Gotcher's farewell memories, Murray Sherman's research on how man came to dance,
both the articles mentioned above,
plus the most poignant — the story of
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a young high school girl who is a neigh bor of Myrtis Litman. Although Myr tis didn't say so, we suspect the Lit
man family were very influential in
Eva's dancing activity. How could they
have known what great happiness
square dancing would bring her? We
know Eva and she is a living encouragement to those striving to overcome
handicaps.
Perhaps this brings us to another
statement of opinion, after all. We
should all reach out to help others
whenever possible; seldom do we see at
the outset what widespread results our
action will have.

S
Next month's issue will be the vacation guide with a listing of weekends,
institutes, festivals and camp 'n dance
events. Look, too, for a surprise or
two and have your smile handy when
you find them.
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....We strongly feel that any reviews
or ratings of records should carry the
byline of a particular individual, so
that readers will know the ratings are
the opinion of one person, and not
the official policy of the magazine.
This is the way movie and book reviews are done by newspapers and magazines. If record ratings were done on
this basis, I don't think the record labels would object too much.
Hugh Macey
Grenn, Inc.
The record reviews in SQUARE DANCE
are written by Doug Edwards of Edwards
Record Service, Park Ridge, Ill.

I picked up a copy of your SQUARE
DANCE magazine (Dec.). I thoroughly
enjoyed the articles, until I ran across
your "Callers Questions" and the answer to Bus Gratz about the skaters
promenade, We promenade this way
and I assure you we would not rather
be home watching TV. I agree that
this is not for the new dancers.
This was first demonstrated at Omaha, Nebraska by Bill Castner's "Squarenaders" in a styling workshop. We have
danced this way since. I think that not
only should you be able to do all commands, but you should also put style
into square dancing. We have done
backtrack, red hot and ice cold. If you
promenade this way, you know how to
go into any command. We have danced
since '62, at least once a week and ge
nerally 2 or 3 times. I find this promenade much more comfortable than all
the twirling out and much more stylish, too. Try watching this from overhead some time.
Marge & Jim 011er
Bloomville, Ohio
4

Enclosed is my renewal subscription
for two more wonderful years of the
SQUARE DANCE magazine. Would
you be so kind as to send me the January and February issue of this year
since I failed to get my renewal in on
time? Thank you much and I wish you
success in this new venture.
Earl F. Brown, Jr.
Birmingham, Ala.
We sure do appreciate the SQUAR E
DANCE magazine you mailed....
We have three grown children and
had spent our entire early married life
trying to be a good mother and father
with no outside interest whatsoever.
All of a sudden we found ourselves
alone. The children had graduated
from college and were on their own.
We heard about the square dance classes at the YWCA and after much talking
I finally got my husband to say he'd go
and watch. Well, that's all it took, we
just have a ball, meet some of the nicest people and wherever you go regardless of the city, there seems to be
a club. I wish more people would
just go try, they do not realize what
enjoyment they can get.
Iris McQuillan
Clarksburg, W. Va.
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Dancers

DANCE & TRAVEL WITH THE DAWSONS
JUNE 5-25, 1970 — "ORIENT" Japan and
Expo 70, Formosa, Hong Kong, Thailand.
Personally escorted by the Dawsons and
Ed 'n Kay Mack of Clearwater, Florida.
AUGUST 24-SEPT. 14 — "EUROPE" Scotland, Denmark, Austria, Germany, Switzerland, France, England. Personally escorted
by the Dawsons and Bill & Bertha Leonard
of Bradenton, Fla.
For brochures contact the Macks, Leonards,
or Bob & Shirley Dawson, 1863 Alta Vista,
Sarasota. Fla. 33577, Phone 813-958-4121.
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....AND WERE CELEBRATIN'!! RIGHT NOW (AS A SPRING
"SPECIAL") WE ARE OFFERING A $3.00 YEARLY INTRODUCTORY SUBSCRIPTION RATE TO HELP YOU HELP OTHERS TO ENJOY THE MAGAZINE . ALSO, WE WANT 1000 NEW
SUBSCRIBERS THIS SPRING. PLEASE PASS THE "EGGS"
AROUND YOUR CLUB "TABLE"
(SORRY, RENEWALS ARE STILL
S5.00 PER YEAR)

Zea

SQUARE DRNCE

P 0 BOX 788
SANDUSKY, OHIO
44870

Please start my subscription NOW. My check (or money order) is enclosed

H One Year at $3,
Canadian and Foreign add 50c a year for postage. If S Funds.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

ZIP CODE

Z, SQUARE DANCE
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Thank you, one and all! I deeply appreciate the big response from my fans
(both of you) concerning last month's
description of my vocation. Perhaps you
wonder what subject I'll deal with this
month. So do I. Perhaps I'll touch on that
burning question with its Freudian overtones — Do you think an old wrangler
who fall3 in love with his horse can still
keep stable? No, that isn't relevant to our
purpose here. I think I'll just ramble, like
I do every month.
This month we are figuratively shaking
hands with a grand companion of square
dancing — that time-tested art of folk dancing— with a feature in these pages. I treat
folk dancing with a great deal of respect,
because folks who know my pedestrian
potential know that I can sure botch a
Bleking, mess up a mazurka, and utterly
horrify hora-lovers!

baskets more. I can't wait to see igloos
in Alaska in March; gobble a Boston baked
bean on the other side of the continent
the same month (as you read this); revisit
Niagara Falls and Toronto in May; say
"Hiya" to hundreds of old friends in
Louisville in June; watch THE fourth of
July parade (Is there a better one?) in
Little Rhody; steam up and down Lake
George in August; watch new dancers
blossom forth at Septemberfest; gaze at
the arch of St. Louis in October; and en
joy that unmatched southern hospitality
again at the tail end of the year.
toell,GAD
Time out for another CONFUSIONISM:
Dancers who want a good reputation for
square dancing preserved should neither
go dancing pickled nor canned.
•41211610

NOW MAKE- A

LITTLE OCEAN
WAVE—THAT'S A

RIVER RIPPLE!

As 1970 gets moving into high gear,
anticipation of sights and excitement to
be discovered therein can't be contained
in six and a half cisterns and two bushel
6

Did you ever find yourself just too
darn busy to get everything done? That
seems to be my predicament quite often
lately, so I've come to the studied conclusion that something has to go. It hurts
to do this, friends, but I'm going to give
up my membership in the Ancient Order
of Muskox Herders. I'm turning in my
embossed membership card, my cloven
hoof paper weight, my ceremonial nose
ring and my whole staff. And, with deep
regret, I'm going to try to forget the motto that has sustained me all these years "I never met a Muskox I didn't like."
Now and then, when poking through
file cards, addressograph plates, and other
lists of dancers' names around the world,
we do a double take every time we see
names that match their owner's avoca-

,4 STAN BURDICK
tional pursuits. So, in the appropriate appellations department this month, we offer these handy "handles" with which you
can jazz up some 'twixt-tips conversation:
A while back we heard that Ray and
Edna WALTZ of Chicago loved to round
dance
Don SWINGEN of Fond du Lac,
Wisconsin probably never met Dudley
LIGHTFOOT of Beaumont, Texas or A.
KLOG from Copenhagen, Denmark
and *here was a Heinz DANZER of Vienas well as Lynne and Milna, Austria
lie MIXER of Barcelona, Spain (who
taught mixers).
We also heard that Clarence HASH,
of Jeffersonville, Ind. calls "hash," and
that Chuck TAG of LaPorte, Ind. had
taught many rounds with tags, and a guy
to know for ready square dance information was Andy Handy from Cleveland.
There are two callers named Dick Kelly (N.Y. and Ohio); two named Dick
Jones (N.Y. and Ohio) and both an Earl
Johnston (Conn.) and an Earl Johnson
(Cal.) There is a dancer in Forest, Ohio
named Quail. There are S/D clubs named
Sota Crackers in Sarasota, Fla., and SyraQues in Syracuse, N.Y. Both MacGregor
Records (Los Angeles) and the F & S
Western Shop (Toledo, Ohio) are located
on Western Avenue.
We wonder with Marie Harrold, in
"Fed-Fax" whether or not the Curls and
Sideburns S/D Club in California caters
to barbers, or if Road Runners is a challenge club, and contemplate the extremes
of Slo Pokes, Huff 'n Puffs, and Twisters
and Blisters. In Missouri, there's a Jet Set
and a Sho-Me Squares, of course. The
Lost Corners of Wyoming are either far
out or just can't negotiate a left alle-

mande, we presume.
Curley and Ruthie Custer have a clever
title for their upcoming European tour:
"Square Thru" Europe.
A fellow named Haskin has researched
a few familiar names and we know he'd
have a fit if we failed to bring to your attention that the word petticoat originally
(1400-1600) designated a short coat worn
by men under a long overcoat. Then,
about 1625, the name was applied to a
woman's dress. Thus, strange as it seems,
the word went "undercover" and now refers to an underskirt for ladies. Bet you're
all tickled pink to get that tidbit of information! Likewise, the word filibuster, now
a square dance movement, generally a
minority attempt to defeat legislation by
staging a talkathon, was, back in the
1600's a "freebooter" or buccaneer of
sorts. Now ask me what a buccaneer is.

Thanks for asking — you'll wish you hadn't. A buccaneer, if inflation continues,
is what we'll be paying for corn. (Ugh.)
One thing you can say for this column
(just one?) is that we try to bring you up
to date on all the oddball square dance
news. One such item just came in, fresh
as a boisenberry pie, from Keeno County,
Idaho.
The town fathers (more appropriately—
grandfathers) down in Cripple Creek
(that's south of Clover County — you can
hardly get there except by mule-back) de7

cided to stage a "Hah-sashay" contest recently to draw attention to the tourist attractions in the area, like the bed George
Washington couldn't sleep in comfortably
so he had ten rounds of buckshot fired
into it at sunrise.
All the really "big" prompters of the
biggest southern and western "Hah-sashay"
capitols were there, gaily bedecked and
sporting their best rollaways and whirlaways. They were ready to vie for the
title of "King of the Wonderful One HahSashay,"
"Lanky" Shane was there.
"Flip" Marsho was there. "Gosh" Lotcher was there. "Pearl" Arky had intended to fly down, but her wings were
tired.
It was a rare sight to behold! All those
dancers were prettily doing their Hahsashays, with bustles bouncin,' dresses
flouncin,' and petticoats pouncin'. The
great stars of all mike-dom took their
turns simply calling out "Hah-sashay" in
tones both silvery and oily, while the
spectators waited in hushed silence, rapturously sighing for their favorites. It
should be said that you ought to be an
ldahoian to get the full significance of
this type of affair.
It was a close contest. The national
stars were all neck and neck, larnyx to
larynx, tongue to cheek. The outcome
was strange. A darkhorse "nobody" named
Basil Wishbone stole the show with his
verbal rendition and walked off with
first prize. Later he confided that he did
not really deserve the prize. He had merely sneezed a mighty sneeze when the starter said "go," the dancers performed in
startled response, and before he had a
chance to say "excuse me," the judges
had thrust the prize into his hands. The
moral of this big news event, friends, is
"It's not how big a caller you are that
counts, but what you can put into one
little "Hah-sashay." And that's our tall
tale for the month.

*t ,
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On the cover this month we've drawn
a lion or two. There's also a conclusion
8
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DEALERS
ARIZONA
Clay's Barn
P.O. Box 1863
Sierra Vista 85635
Dancer's accessories, caller's equipment
GEORGIA
Record Center
2581 Piedmont Rd. N.E.
Atlanta 30324
ILLINOIS
Andy's Record Center
1614 N. Pulaski Rd.
Chicago 60639
Ask about our bonus plan
MASSACHUSETTS
Jerry's Record Service
48 Grove St.
Springfield 01107
OHIO
F & S Western Shop
1553 Western Ave.
Toledo 43609
Gervais Record Service
1891 Mapleview Dr.
Cleveland 44131
Over 500 records to choose from-will mail!
WASHINGTON
Aqua Barn Western Shop
1230'/, Westlake Ave. N.
Seattle
Kappie's Record Korral
10400 Renton Ave. So.
Ceattle 98178
Frenchy Brown & Holiday Rag available

■
to be drawn by all of us: Spring is fast
approaching — that oughta perk up our
spirits and lengthen our strides. In other
words, don't take SPRING LION down,
folks, you might just FALL-a-SHEEP.
After that, I'd better flip the lid on it,
don my bonnet, and go pen a sonnet
(could be verse)!
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by Vaughn Parrish

ti
event y a "high level" dancer of
two years' experience explained an
ocean wave to me, An ocean wave is
a straight line of alternate facing people. The command 'Balance' means to
lean back."
Does this make you shudder? It
does me. This is a product of abuse or
ignorance on the part of a square dance
caller. This is not the fault of any dancer.
A few years back (possibly five) I
wrote an article which was printed in
SQUARE DANCE magazine entitled
"Lines and Ocean Waves — the Most
Used and Abused Figures in Square
Dancing Today." I feel even more
strongly about the subject now. Visit
any square dance today (open or
closed) or festival, and watch the
ocean wave being clobbered.
At least 75% of today's dancers do
not know where an ocean wave begins
or ends. The other 25% of us do not
know where the caller expects us to be
when we have finished the execution
of an ocean wave. Does he want me in
a grid formation (where I should be)
so he can give a grid command such as
box the gnat, square thru, or right and
left thru? Or does he want me in a

Boulder, Colorado

line so he can call me an end or center?
There are still four basic positions
in square dancing. They are lines—,
grids L 1 , circles 0 , and stars i/f .
To confuse or ignore these hurts the
square dance movement by resulting
in confused dancers, who do not stick
because they can not keep up in the
CONSTANT RACE OF ADJUSTING!
Some might say that this is caused by
poor timing by the caller. I agree that
it could be corrected with proper timing BUT a caller who does not KNOW
where the dancer should be when he
has executed a command can not and
will not ever be able to develop that
timing.
To make a line is to properly execute prior commands which place the
dancer in a desired line. To make a
star is to execute a turning star to its
destination. I can't make a square thru
but I can sure do one by executing a
four hand movement to completion.
There is no point in telling people to
circle if they don't move. To make an
ocean wave is to properly execute a
movement consisting of a balance forward and backward to end exactly
where it started. There is no point in
telling dancers to make an ocean wave
9

unless they are going to be given the
time to make it WAVE. To make an
ocean wave is NOT to get in a straight
line of alternate facing people ( as we
see on many dance floors today) and
then, depending on the degree of poorness of the caller's timing, the dancer
does one of many things. He may
have time for a 2/3 stamp and a 1/2 kick;
if he is a new dancer, he will try it. If
he is an older or experienced dancer,
he will just stand and hurt for about
two beats of music; or better yet, he
won't stop at all, lest he get behind
and have to run to catch up. He also
frowns inwardly when he tries to do a
right and left thru from this position,
or, worse yet, box the gnat.
I feel very strongly that right at this
spot is where 99% of our problems lie
today. Right here is where the lines
and ocean waves are confused, abused
or ignored. Right here is where we
make drop-outs. Right here is why many experienced dancers dread dancing
with the newer dancer. Right here is
where dancing halts. Right here is where
my blood boils! RIGHT HERE IS
WHERE I CRITICIZE MOST (not all)
CALLERS. They should know better.
They should be able to see it happening night after night. Those callers who
do see the problem should be busy
trying to correct it because the whole
square dance world is SCREAMING "WHAT'S WRONG?"
Since criticism is no good unless we
offer a better or alternate suggestion, I
offer this challenge to every caller as a
means of educating himself to the problem so he can work on a way to solve
it. And solve it we must.
The next time you step into a
square, make up your mind to dance
exactly the relaxed way you would
like to see all your dancers move when
you are calling. Now dance that way.
Can you? If not, then ignore every
ocean wave balance that is called, and
you will probably find that you can
keep up without jerking or running or
having your dancing step interrupted.
If the dancers you call to would move
that smoothly, (they will if the timing
10

is right) couldn't you call more interesting patterns with variety and still
not loose the new dancer. Wouldn't it
make you feel good to see the hot rod
who shortcuts and pulls all kind of fancy turns get a little ahead — just
enough to be left way out in left field?
Couldn't you build confidence in your
new dancers? Couldn't you make the
old dancer glad to accept the new dancer in his Square? Wouldn't your club
soon become known as the friendliest
and best dancing group in town?
Wouldn't you have fewer dropouts?
Wouldn't your dancers begin to carry
on friendlier conversations between
tips? Wouldn't you be able to become
a better judge of smooth flowing choreography. I think so.
Don't change your timing on the
dancers you now have. Start on your
beginners and follow through. If you
master the ocean wave, the rest of your
timing problems will be a snap to overcome. Develop the beginner's timing
and he will help you later on. When he
dances properly, the others will loose
bad habits in order to keep the dance
flowing.
Just give the command, "BALANCE," before the dancers get in a
line, then give them the music and the
TIME to balance back out of a line before giving them the next command,
and you've got it made. Work on the
Grand Square. Just try getting every
dancer to the same spot in the square
on the same beat of music — it's a
challenge. It's no problem to get dancers where you want them but the real
difference in a pro and an amateur caller is that the pro can dance his dancers where he wants them. Can you?
My dictionary gives two meanings
for the word EXECUTE. A form of
the word appears six times in this article. As a caller I must ask myself,
"Which meaning do I promote?"
Execute (verb) 1. To carry through to completion; accomplish; perform 2. To inflict
capital punishment; to put to death.

If you claim to be a leader, for dancing's sake, BE ONE!

CALLER-LEADER
,5-e-9-b DIRECTORY
CONTACT THESE CALLER—LEADERS FOR
THEIR AREA DANCE INFORMATION AND
FOR BOOKINGS AT YOUR CLUB OR EVENT.
Don Belvin
1002 Oak Drive
Manchester, Tenn. 37355

Jack Naylor
546 Crestwood Avenue
Fremont, Ohio 43420

Caller for H.A.T. records

Have Fun Square Dancing

Ray Bohn
4611 Dover Road
Louisville, Ky. 40216

Dave Stevenson
11110 W. 130th St.
Strongsville, Ohio 44136

PHONE: 502-447 - 9246

Caller, teacher, wknds, festivals, clinics

Stan Burdick
Box 788
Sandusky, Ohio 44870

Gene Webster
718 Clinton St.
Port Clinton, Ohio 43452

Bringing the HI and HO from OHIO

Open dates--western style

Gordon Densmore
2451 Haines Rd.
Madison, Ohio 44057

Bob Wickers
714 La'Marite Dr.
Manchester, Mo. 63011

Clubs, workshops, clinics

Traveling full time anywhere

Ed Fraidenburg
1916 Poseyville Rd., Rt. 10
Midland, Michigan 48640

Deuce Williams
3955 West Point Ave.
Dearborn Hts., Mich. 48125

Recording on TOP, tours.

The Rhythm Dealer -- Hash & Songs

Willie Harlan
P.O. Box 338
Vinita, Oklahoma 74301

Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken, Ks. 67556

For the best in square dancing

70 - 72 Calendar available--vinyl cover

Dave "Hash" Hass
P.O. Box 5
East Hampton, Conn. 06424

Don Zents
1177 Arcane Ave.
Simi, California 93065

Now booking for Fall, '71 and spring, '72.

Dick Kenyon
598 Mayfield Dr.
Lansing, Mich.
Hash, sings, anytime, anywhere

************•

Calling tours; new address.

This space is reserved for your ad
in our next issue.... ALL KEY
LEADERS and CALLERS should
be represented! Send your ad today.

••••••••••••••••
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FOLK DANCE
FACTS

by Murray Sherman
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Hunting and fishing brought the
first forms of folk dancing into being.
Man copies the movements of animals
for a better and quicker catch. For enjoyment he loved mimicking the imitations. Today in our dancing we mimic the horse, goat, stork, bird and
fish. Lithuanian dances consist of 90%
animal dances.
The earliest form of folk dancing
was the Ritual Dance consisting of
processional dances, war dances and
dances dispelling evil spirits. Then
came the dances of the Tree Dweller.
By twisting twigs and grass into a
knotted form and having them symbolically uniting all the dwellings, the
Maypole Dance came into being.
There was no Agnes De Mille or
Jerome Robbins to do choreography
for the early people and so it was left
for the literary men and philosophers
to create the steps and patterns. As
these changed, so did the music.
Throughout history there were many
reasons for the patterns of movement.
In the circle dance. the Celts danced
with the sun, clockwise, for happy oc12

casions and counter-clockwise for
mourning. I might add that only men
danced in the circle. In early African
days a new leader would be in the center of the ring and all the tribe would
dance around him. The Shakers were
unlike our African friends. They found
dancing a sin.
Climatic conditions played an important part. Steps and patterns became unique depending on whether
the climate was hot, cold, or a change
of temperature.
Geographic situations brought about
different types of dancing. In the
mountainous area originated the goat
dance called Snurrebocken and in the
flat ground area we find the kolos of
Serbia and Yugoslavia.
As the dance developed, so did the
costume. Men wore aprons to protect
their bodies from insects. The shirt and
overcoat became part of their dress especially when they were away from
home doing their hunting. The horse
breeder developed the trousers. To add
beauty to their costumes, corsets, tight
jackets, beads and trinkets were added.
Motifs played an important role. The

Scots had the thistle, the Irish the harp
and four leaf clover, and France the
fleur-de-1 is.
There were reasons for dancing.
Courtship, friendship, weddings, work,
hunting and animal dances. The work
dances consisted of men weaving and
fishing and the women fetching the
water and rocking the cradle. Sex dances were important -- - the Cancan was
a ceremonious dance hoping that the
trees would grow taller and hear more
fruit. The Belly dance was a dance depicting fertility and puberty. The Veil
dance brought forth beauty. The dance
of the Seven Veils was created in the
imagination of a novelist; it is not a
real dance. The original dance consisted of one veil only. The shaking of the
shoulders in dances was given to us by
the Gypsies who travelled from one
country to another taking on the culture of the new country.
Many royalty dances were prevalent
during the time of kings. The peasants
loved to imitate the royalty and so
new dances came into being — the German seven steps, the Swedish Masquerade and the Italian Danza.
In 1803 the waltz was born and in
1830 a peasant girl in Poland brought
into the dance world the Polka. So
popular were these dances that in Paris 6000 dance halls sprang up.
Names of dances do not depict the
country from which they come. For
example, the French Reel, the Swedish Masquerade and the Belgian Polka are all Danish dances. La Russe is
an English dance.
There are three kinds of dances:
the community dance which is purely
local, the folk dance which is done by
the entire country, and the exhibition
dance which is created by a choreographer for stage presentations.
History tells us that people migrated
from one country for many reasons warfare, economic conditions or religious persecution. Their culture was
brought into these new countries; thus
the similarity of steps in various lands.
A few of our basic steps consist of

the waltz, schottische, polka and mazurka. The various rhythms and tempos make the dances interesting. Examples of the rhythms are the 3/4
waltz, hambo and mazurka; the 2/4
polka; the 6/8 tarantella and the 3/8
oberek.
Some of the American square dance
figures we use today come from the
Irish dances of the year 1500. Under
different terminology, the Irish did a
circle left and right, do si do, into the
center and back and a grand right and
left. The Israeli dances came to America about 1947. The early Israeli dances consisted of the cultures of all the
world. Of recent years the dances include the life and times and struggles
of the Israeli people.
My research on the Black Man and
his contribution to our American culture would involve a book all its own.
I shall be brief. At the turn of the century George Primrose and Lew Dockstader formed our early minstrel showswhite men in black face. The Cake
Walk is one of the many dances which
are credited to the black man. This is
not the whole story; the black man
has contributed a culture to our country which we now call Americana.
Folklore Socieites, libraries and folk
dance groups make us aware of the
folk dance movement. In 1915 the Library of Congress commissioned Dr.
Elizabeth Burchenal to travel the world
and bring back folk dances to our American shores. Sometime in the thirties
I had an opportunity to meet Dr. Burchenal. She expressed her opinion
that folk dancing belonged only in the
schools and churches. But a change
came into being. In 1939 the World's
Fair in New York and in 1940 the
Golden Gate Exposition in San Francisco exposed people to a new type of
dancing known as folk dancing. Thus
it grew to popularity.
My experience as a teacher of folk
dancing tells me that it gives people
the opportunity to enjoy music and
dances of the world in a communicative atmosphere with other people.
13

DO AREA ROM' HELP RECRUIT AND HOLD DANCERS?

Harry & Dodie Cliff learned to square and
round dance about fifteen years ago, and
have been very active in both phases of the
dancing activity. Both have been officers
in the Arizona Round Dance Association
and in several square dance clubs. They started teaching rounds in 1965 and organized
HiToppers, an intermediate and advanced
level group. The Cliffs are presently employed by the Scottsdale Park and Recrea
tion Dept. to teach basic round dancing, and
run two classes a year. The recreation department sponsors the Scottsdale Round
Dancers, for whom the Cliffs are instructors.
In 1967, Harry and Dodie were on the staff
at Fun Valley, Colorado. They are members
of a dance group which does exhibitions at
the resorts in the Valley of the Sun during
the tourist season.

• ROUNDS OF THE MONTH
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Hold dancers — definitely! Dancers
will go where they have the most fun,
and they will have the most fun where
they can do the most dancing, AND
they can do the most dancing when
the ROM has been taught by all instructors. It is a beautiful sight to see
a whole group doing the same dance.
It is also inspiring, encouraging, and
satisfying,
The best way of promoting ROM is a
good strong Round Dance Association
with round dance instructors, square
dance callers and dancers as members.
We find that callers appreciate the fact
that round dancing teaches timing and
rhythm, and that dancers are better
square dancers because of it. (Of
course, not all callers will be interested
in teaching rounds, but there are always round dance instructors in the
area who will be glad to help.) If one
or two dances a month are selected

)M
by Harry & Dodie Cliff

and taught at every club, both round
and square, then dancers can go anywhere and be able to round dance.
We program the rounds for two square
dance clubs. Each club dances twice
a month and has an hour of rounds before the squares start. Once a month
we teach the ROM. In our area we
have two rounds between tips at all
square dances. One of the two is always a ROM; thus, eveyone can dance
at least one and the more ambitious
can do both.

ther. Each makes better dancers for
the other. It takes work, enthusiasm,
and ability to inspire others, by both
the instructors and dancers (especially

Recruit dancers — really, very few dances in themselves will do it However,
since a big percentage of round dancers
come from square dance groups, it
might help if the ROM is announced
as such, if special attention is called to
the dance, if the dancers are enjoying
it. Then it will create interest and recruit some new round dancers.

as possible. When our dancers (and our
selves, too) go traveling, we can all
dance. By the same token, when we
have visitors at our clubs, they can
dance. Believe me, this has really paid
off, too! We have had many visitors
tell us that we are doing the same dances, and how much they have enjoyed
dancing with us.

Square and round dancing go toge-

So — ROM's do help!

dancers) to promote round and square
dancing. It is so rewarding, though,
that once you have the "fever" you
never get over it.
Another point we might mention:
from round dance publications we
keep track of ROM selected all over
the country and teach as many of them

15

GRENN
WALTZ DE-LITE

NEWEST ROUNDS GR 14132

by Mona & Louis Cremi

HI DOLLY
by Joe & Es Turner

Newest Flip Square

PUTTIN' ON THE STYLE

GR 12118

by Ron Schneider
RECENT ROUNDS

RECENT SQUARES

14131

Duet in % Time/ Town Tavern

12117

L.O.V.E — Johnston

14130

All My Love/ My Good Lady

12116

That Old Gang of Mine — Mitchell

14129

Falling In Love Again/ Who's
Sorry Now

12114

Green Grass of Home — Davis

12113

Walkin' Back to Birmingham --

14128

Schneider

Sparkling Melody/ Takes Two to Tango

TOP
Newest Flip Squares TOP 25205

SING IT WITH ME
by Jim Bauer

TOP 25202

SUNSHINE NELLY
by Paul Hartman
(NOTE: This is a limited basics fun dance
done to an old favorite.)

RECENT SQUARES
25204 Back To Donegal — Jones

25197 Squaws Along the Yukon— Ryan

25201 Gonna Change Everything—Peterson
25200 Round and Round— Lager

25195 Rose of San Antone— Baldwin
25193 Shanty in Old Shantytown—Hartman

25198 Oblah-di Oblah-da— Leger

25191 Hey Good Lookin'— Williams
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CHARITY SQUARES
CHARITY SQUARES PRESENT $150 CHECK TO MR. PRATT OF THE AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY. Left to right: Mutt & Georgy Reynolds, waft & Louise Shumacher,
Glenn & Gerry Miller, Gordon & Ethyl Gallaher, Mr. Pratt, Len & Charlotte Lawson, the
current presidents.

"We Dance To Give Others A Chance"
This is the slogan for the Charity
Squares dance club of the Cleveland
Federation of S & R/D Clubs.
Charity Squares was formed on
Sunday, November 6, 1966, when six
couples and two singles met for the
purpose of forming a new group. Dave
Stevenson was contacted and asked to
be the caller for Charity Squares, a
position he accepted. He also said he
would call free of charge until such a
time that the club was financially able
to pay for his services. Hank and Marge
Rechner were then contacted and
asked to be the round dance instructors. They also accepted and said they
would go along with Dave concerning
their fee. After the first three months,
Charity Squares were able to pay these

leaders, and will always be grateful to
them for their help in getting the club
started. Dave and Hank are still the
leaders, and the dancers feel fortunate
in having secured their services.
The first dance was held on Sunday,
Feb. 12, 1967, which was Lincoln's
Birthday, and this for a club with the
name Charity Squares is very appropriate. Part of Lincoln's creed was "I
am in full view of my responsibility
to God, with malice toward none,
with charity for all."
Since the first Sunday, the Charity
Squares have danced every second Sunday all year round at Ridgewood YWCA in Middleburg Heights, Ohio. In
less than three years, they have made
three donations to the American Cancer Society. The charity for the year
of 1970 will be the Heart Fund.
17

MEMORIES OF A
TRAVELING CALLER

by Les Gotcher
Tampa, Fla.

My memories of starting to travel
and call begin a quarter of a century
ago, when the media in which I worked,
the Motion Picture industry, wanted to
put brawling, which never happens in
square dancing, into their flicks and
we, Winnie and I, decided to travel,
meet the people first hand, and see
what we could contribute to square
dancing.
One of my first and most vivid
memories, which will nourish my
dreams and recollections, is of happy
faces, shining with anticipation and
pleasure.
Our first traveling was minus the
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benefits of freeways and super highways. I remember stopping in Jackson
Hole, Wyoming for sandwiches and coffee, the only car passed by the Highway Patrol, in a blinding snowstorm.
We found that the local doctor had a
bulletin out for me to stop and pick
up some serum for a very critically ill
child down the other side of the mountain, in a little village, and to carry it
through if it was humanly possible.
We made it through in record time, sliding and skidding all the way, and were
rewarded with the heartfelt blessings
of the child's family. This brings to
mind Dr. O.C. Williams' use of square
dance verbiage to see if a caller's brain

was damaged. Routine questions he
might answer by heart, but not the
next line of a hash call.
Memory after memory goes by in
the background of my mind, like montage shots on a silvery screen. Twin rain
storms in Hawaii, out on the beautiful
blue Pacific, that created an illusion of
ecclesiastical steps rising and fading into the heavens, and Hawaiian entertainers singing Gospel hymns, back under a waterfall that echoed in awesome
and unreal tones, reverberating through
a canyon down which cascaded wild
orchids and gardenias.
Memories of being knighted, square
dance fashion, in the fabulous King's
ballroom in the world-famous Heidelberg Castle, in Germany; of going
down the Rhine in a river boat during
a spring rain, and seeing the great and
ancient castles all along the banks of
the river Rhine; of going to London
and seeing the changing of the Queen's
Guard, with all the pomp and ceremony, and the timeless halls of Westminster Abbey and many other great
cathedrals; of visiting Parliament, and
seeing the attorneys garbed in their
robes and white wigs, and hoping that
Winnie, who is studying law by correspondence, doesn't get arrested when
she leaves the tour group to walk behind two of them in order to hear the
English legal verbiage (because they
might think she is spying for the opposition); then Paris in the springtime,
gay sidewalk cafes, Versailles, where
the war treaties were signed, champagne and onion soup, the Louvre,
the Mona Lisa, and the Follies Bergere;
all these memories are combined with
the happy square dance faces we met
everywhere.
There are memories of Largs, Scotland, where we met Russian citizens in
the very shadows of our atomic installations, with an officer of that base
as one caller attending the institute incognito, and of the Russians asking
their interpreter to ask our dancers,
"What is your leader shouting about?"
and then joining the dances held on

the lawn of beautiful Inverclyde, dedicated to King George. Winnie and I
slept in the same quarters that the
Queen visited for the dedication ceremonies. The Russians traded lapel pins
and other paraphenalia for square
dance badges, and they left on their
bus waving goodbye, leaving the dancers feeling that they were suspended
between two different worlds, and
that square dancing was the greatest
people-to-people activity of all. Then
we were invited to the Lord Mayor's
home, with our square dancers, for a
cocktail party, and the Lord Mayor's
wife put on my cowboy hat, and they
hosted a dance on the town square.
Memories of the crackling and splendor of the great Northern Lights in
Canada, as we saw the Aurora-Borealis
on a cold winter night, the wonderful
hospitality of the Canadians, and Alaska in June, with flowers and greenery
right at the very edge of the limitless
Mendenhall Glacier, the same glacier
from the second story window of our
host's home, and the purple waters as
far as the eye could see -- these memories of the American northland remind us too of riding up the sides of
the Alps in Switzerland, to find a blizzard above when we had left June
flowers below. We could not "get ready" for the fact in Alaska that it is as
bright as noontime at midnight. The
sun sank, after midnight, to rise again
an hour and a half later on the same
part of the horizon, looking like it was
rising about ten feet from where it
set.
The latest memory is of Washington, D.C., site of the greatest festival of
them all, for a last long three-day goodbye, except for my role as a writer
and analyzer of "Material" for callers,
amidst a million (it seems) fond farewells and good wishes, and blessings
from the very top of the picture of
square dancing. More happy faces,
and some who wiped away a tear, as
did Winnie and I.
And so, to you, WE THROW THE
TORCH! Happy square dancing to all'
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by George Keith
George Keith is chairman of S/D
programming for the 19th National
Convention. He and Marguerite were
panel chairmen at the 1966 Convention at Indianapolis. Both are licensed
pilots, and they teach round as well as
square dancing. They have attended
and worked on seven national conventions. Here are some notes George
has sent concerning the square dance
program at Louisville in June:
There will be five halls programmed
for adult square dancing; one hall for
youth square dancing; three halls on
Wednesday night for trail-end dancing;
eight halls each night of the convention for after-party dances.
There are some innovations in
programming, which we hope will be
passed on down to the succeeding conventions and used as a permanent format. Innovations are aimed at efficiency and better quality calling. There
will be a master programming board,
using pre-stick tape for each caller's
name for each 5-minute spot. Callers
will be given a proportionate percentage of calling time based on three categories: the National Caller, the Nextto-National Caller (the very busy and
popular local man) and the third group
comprises all others.
The next plan is to have all halls
categorized. In other words, one hall
for challenge level only, one hall with
festival level dancing, one hall for workshops, and one for "hot hash." In
other words, there is a dancing spot
for everyone from the beginner to the
die-hard.
20
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The caller's selection Tor trie nails
will be based on their specialties. In
other words, callers that specialize in
challenge calling will be the only ones
programmed in that hall; those who
specialize in workshop calling will be
in the workshop hall, etc.
MCs will be selected in the same
manner, using only callers who specialize and excel as MCs, not callers
who are chosen to MC because there
is no spot for them to call. Each of the
MCs will be instructed to make sure
that each assigned caller stays on the
proper type of material he is assigned
to call.
The entire top twenty committees
will operate from one room located in
the center of the convention, known
as "Control Central:' and manned the
entire time by no less than two co-ordinators selected from the 20 chairmen. Every question about the convention will be handled and expedited
from Control Central.
300 callers are registered from 35
states and Canada. There will be a
strict cut-off deadline on programming. No caller registering after April
1 will be programmed, no matter how
big a name he is. This is necessary so
that the program can be arranged and
delivered to the printer.
We're looking forward to seeing you
in June in Louisville!
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CHURCHILL DOWNS

by Roy & Marita Davis
First of all, let me say that Marita
and I, and all our 116 committee couples, are enjoying the preparation for
this convention. When we put in our
bid almost three years ago in Philadelphia, we vowed that everyone participating in the planning, and especially
those attending, would have fun. We
have looked in the almanac, and even
the weatherman is on our side. It looks
like it is going to be a big one also as
we have over 7000 already registered
and only five states missing.
The amazing thing to us is the way
our guests have been registering, because to date less than 500 of the registrants are from our vicinity. It is
hard to sell local dancers on the need
for registering now. We have over 300
callers registered and over 70 RID leaders. There will be the biggest turnout of name callers in many a year,
and we are prepared.
We have six square dance halls, the
largest of which will hold 400 squares,
and the smallest, 90 squares. We can
easily accomodate over 11,000 dancers
on the floor at one time.
Dance halls have been set aside for
relaxed dancing, festival level, hot hash,
workshop, etc. Round dancers will
have two beautiful halls adjacent to
the square dance area, where 33 dances will be taught during regular work-

shops and possibly nine others at
"quick-teach" sessions.
One of the highlights of this convention will be a large room in the center of the dance area, devoted to the
display of material supplied by dancer
and caller organizations throughout
the country. All associations and federations are requested to "show-off" in
this area, hand out material, and converse with other interested parties.
Special events will offer style shows,
rides on the Belle of Louisville (one of
the few river boats still operating) and
an outdoor horse show. Tours will include trips to Mammoth Cave, General
Patton's Museum at Fort Knox, Lincoln's Birthplace, Old Kentucky Home,
and of course, tours of the Bluegrass
horse farms. There is an action-packed
teenage program, planned especially
by teenagers, with their own fashion
show of college and sports wear.
We are extremely pleased with the
acceptance of the National outfits designed by Marita. The orange blouses
and "horsey" skirts will really stand
out on the floor. Roy and Denny have
bright orange western hats to augment
the bright orange jackets made by Dottie. (Dottie and Denny McDonald are
the assistant general chairmen.)
The fever is beginning to build. The
committees are beginning to see their
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plans materialize, and everyone in Kentuckiana is anxiously awaiting these
next few months. We're certain it is
going to be a big convention, because
so many people remember their good
times here in '58.
Housing is no problem as Louisville handles over 100,000 guests for
the Derby. However, you can only get
a room in Louisville through the convention registration. Naturally, the
choice hotels and motels are now filled
but there are plenty of rooms still
available through our committee. Incidentally, fully self-contained camper
units will stay at the Fairgrounds.
We are enjoying hosting the world's
greatest square dancing event, renewing old friendships and finding new
friend in the world's largest S/D club
which meets only once a year.
Louisville will he heavenly in '70!
We're planning it that way!

PANELS
Bob Braden, vice chairman in charge
of panels, advises that nine panel discussions of approximately two hours
each have been programmed. They
deal with:
1. Tricks of the trade
2. Caller-Dancer-Club Relationship.
3. Importance of the local caller.
4. What do you, the National Caller,
want from a National Convention?
5. Clinic on Sound (What the caller
should know)
6. Voice and Diction
7. Callers Clinic
8. Square and Round Clinic. Rounds
for square dancers).
9. How to make a record. C.O. Guest,
moderator.
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LOOK

CALLERS
DANCERS
CLUBS

LEADERS

BADGES THAT SAY HELLO— Any
size, shape or design, 50 colors in stock.
Can copy any design or motif, or design a new badge for you. Send in
sketch for free club samples.
Write for new free goofy and fun qualifying badge booklets. Fun qualifying
badges std. $1.00; deluxe $1.25.
New and used sound equipment— all
makes and power sizes, featuring Bogen, Califone and Newcomb. Mikes:
AKG, Electro-Voice, Norelco, Shure;
Sony and Vega Wireless Mikes. Sony
tape recorders. Recording Tape AudioSony- Reel- Cartridge- Cassette.
Other equipment: sound columns, monitors, mike and speaker stands, 7" record envelopes: clear plastic & green
stock, Speedup & SloDown for floors.
S/D Boosters Bumper Strips, auto antenna Flags, Decals, License Plates.

PLASTIC ENGRAVING SERVICES
808 ROTTMANN
11041 So. Tolman Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60655
Beverly 3.5527 or 233.5527
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SUCCESS STORY

by Myrtis Litman

Eva Sipols is an 18 year old senior
in high school who loves square dancing. This, in itself, is a rather ordinary
description, but what makes Eva so
exceptional is that she has been a victim of cerebral palsy since birth. She
walks with a slight limp, her hand dexterity makes certain detailed work impossible, and until you get used to it,
her speech is hard to understand.
But, in spite of all these handicaps,
Eva has maintained higher than average grades in school.
Eva's introduction to square dancing came five years ago, when she,
just by chance, went to observe an
adult beginners' class. As is often the
case at classes, one more person was
needed to make a square, and Eva
was glad to fill in. From these scant
instructions, she has progressed to become an accomplished dancer, able to
hold her own with the best. She continues to help at beginner classes, and
at club dances she has been known to
lend a hand in rescuing a floundering
set.
The limp seems to disappear when
the music starts. Her beautiful square
dance frocks and petticoats, her chic

hairdos, and pleasant manners all add
up to make her an outstanding and
attractive dancer. For having discovered
the true spirit of square dancing — the
fun and fellowship — Eva has enriched
her own life and overcome many anxieties that bothered her before.
Being able to participate as an
equal in an activity that requires teamwork and skill brings much satisfaction and encouragement. The square
dancers accepted her so naturally that
everyone has benefited, for Eva often
will attend four dances in one weekend. The only part of the entire program that Eva is reluctant about joining is the refreshments, because with
her handicap, eating causes her some
difficulty and embarassment. Fellow
dancers are gradually learning that
their offers of special help with the
food allow her to enjoy every phase of
the activity.
Eva is a member of Family Squares
and Cilo Squares for teenagers, both
in the Cleveland area. If anyone ever
wants to know what is so great about
square dancing, just have them ask
Eva. She sums up a lot in two words
when she says, "It's Fun."
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VACATIONING SQUARE & ROUND DANCERS
STAFF CALLERS

2nd ANNUAL

197.
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FOR EXPERIENCED DANCERS
—411
Col. Stan. Burdick
Huron, Ohio

3 Halls at Kentucky Dam Village State Park
When— September 19th thru September 26th inclusive.
Where— Kentucky Dam Village State Park at Gilbertsville,
Kentucky, on Kentucky Lake.
Lodging— Any resort, motel, camping area, State Park or
other tourist establishment listed in the Kentucky's
Western Waterland Ass'n. Book.
Meals—

Bobby Lightfoot
Salter, Missouri

Housekeeping cottages, off your own campfire, in
your trailer or in any of the many restaurants in
the Western Waterland area, including both private
and state operated establishments.

ALSO
SPECIAL FEATURE
RELAXED LIMITED BASICS

2 Halls at Kenlake State Park
September 12th thru September 26th inclusive. Kenlake
State Park, Aurora, Kentucky on Kentucky Lake.
For the inactive square dancers or any couple desiring a
44111
4
relaxed limited basics program consisting of:
Col. Betty
& Clancy Mueller
1. Morning workshops.
Indianapolis, Indiana
2. Evening dances.
3. Afternoon round dances, if desired.
Members of this program may advance to club level if
desired.
All sessions will be called by the regular professional staff
callers.

I
.
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Frank Bedell
Miramar, Florida

Participation in the two full weeks course is recommended
and available. If you are unable to attend the full course, you
may register for the second week only. The second week will
cover extended basics to club level dancing.

Preregistration Information
Dancers for either program must be registered guests at one
of the tourist establishments (resort, motel, camp etc.) listed
in the Kentucky's Western Waterland Book.

Melvin Roberts
Memphis, Tennessee

Septemberfest Chairman
P.O. Box 190
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone— 502-436-5414

exception of a few dedicated people.
Some clubs will have the teen
groups serve refreshments at their dances as a way of building the teen treasury. At many dinner dances, the
younger groups will take over the serving and kitchen duties. If you ever
attend such a dinner you will receive
better and more polite service than
you would in the best restaurant.
This group has more enthusiasm
than we do, want to promote our activity and are willing to work harder at
it than we are. Many of them are better
dancers because they learn fast and
don't argue with the instructor.
The teens of today are ridiculed in
every way. Don't blame them. Blame
yourself. They are trying to tell us
something and we don't know how to
listen.
The minority receive all the publicity, not those teens mentioned in this
article. Can you blame them for their
attitudes when ours are ones of indifference to them?
There are many adults who do help
our younger dancers but not enough.
Get behind these dancers, support
their clubs, encourage them to visit
yours.
They are your future callers, board
members, and, yes, your government.
Teens should be accepted in the activity today, just as the more elderly are.
"Square dancing is fun for all ages," we
say. Let's practice what we preach!
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WHY DO I HAVE TO DANCE IN A
SET WITH TEEN AGERS AT AN
ADULT CLUB?
The majority of clubs accept teen
dancers warmly. There are a few that
have rules which state members must
be married or of a certain age. This is
wrong because it discriminates against
the single and teen dancers.
There are many teen clubs throughout the country that hold regularly
scheduled dances, workshops, Jamborees and camp-out weekends.
In order to do this, they have to
work twice as hard as the adults do,
because they work on limited funds,
have transportation problems and lack
the support of adult dancers with the
• MIMI■11.
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RUTH & REUEL DETURK

HAVE MOBILE STORE.
WILL TRAVEL

1606 Hopmeadow Street
Simsbury. Conn 06070

HOW (

A POLYESTER PAPER DRESS
MACHINE WASHABLE — CAN BE PUT IN DRIER)

GAY AND FUN-LOVING BRIGHTLY COLORED FLOWER PRINTS
BODICE IS LINED

SLEEVELESS
SELF-RUFFLE NECKLINE

FULL CIRCLE SKIRT

Sizes 8 — 20

FULL ZIPPER BACK

$8.98 (Add $1 postage)
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Little Miss Muffin
Danced in a "rough-in"
And how she did swing and sway!
Along came a split web of a spider,
With no one to guide 'er
So she whirled away with a half sashay!

91..

Little Beau Beep
Has lost some sleep
After-partying at the Convention.
Leave him alone
And he'll lay prone,
Counting the cost he won't mention.
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Jack was nimble,
Jack was quick,
Jack jumped over the candlestick.
Jack was obese,
Jack was large,
Twas amazing how he "squared the
barge."
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Little Jack Horner
Sat with his corner
Eating refreshments, a-smear.
He patted his tummy
And ventured, "Oh yummy..."
"I'm indeed a better boy for my indulgence in a staple basic that is tasty, juicy in lieu of an acey deucy, which is considerably less palatable. Do you agree,
my dear?

All drawings in SQUARE DANCE are c

Jack Sprats
Couldn't box the gnat,
His wife wouldn't box the flea;
So at the dance
While others pranced,
They both stood immovably.

Old Cole King
The "hash" could fling,
And a merry "soul" caller was he;
When he called for his club
Then he called for his cash,
But he'd call with fiddlers, free!
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Hi diddle diddle
A "cat" played the fiddle,
While a cow, she "shot the moon."
A little dog laughed at the old shindig
And a "dish" circulated to "spoon."

wrighted. Please ask permission to reprint.

Jack and Jill went up the hill
Allegedly to get some water,
Surprise! There was music,
And three more twos, quick!
So they ducked and dove, like they
oughter.

JESSIE POLKA SQUARE
McGregor 5001

Folkraft 1071 or Blue Star 1588
The side couples arch and the head couples go under
Dig and dive around the set, Home you go and don't you blunder
Do an allemande left, put your arm around your partner
And you star promenade for the Jessie Polka Dance.
a lt's a heel and a toe and you start the room to jumpin'
And the ladies turn back, can't you hear those bustles bumpin'
`As you dance through the night, as though it were a minute
And our hearts are really in it to the Jessie Polka dance.
Now watch your corner maid, And when she comes around
You take her by the hand and you twirl her 'round and 'round
And you promenade her home, And you keep her for your partner
Then you balance and you swing, Till the music starts again.
(Repeat with heads arch and sides go under).

Do the Jessie Polka step on the lines starred. On the lines following
these two lines, do two two-steps fwd in the star position, and then
ladies turn back in two two-steps to the next man.

Jessie Polka step. Ct. 1: weight on R, place L heel fwd (lean bwd).
2. Place L beside R and take weight on it. 3: R toe back, lean fwd.
4. Touch R besides L. 5. Weight on L, touch R heel fwd. 6. R beside L and take weight. 7: Touch L toe to side. 8: Touch or brush
L toe in front.
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WALK RIGHT IN (Mixer)
By: Phyl and Frank Lehnert, Toledo, Ohio
RECORD: Vanguard — URS 35017
INTRO: No introduction, dance starts are 3 pick up notes
FOOTWORK: Opposite, directions for M
POS: Semiclosed - facing LOD
Meas:
1-4
Run,2,3,Brush; Run,2,3,FACE; SIDE, CLOSE,BACK,—;
SIDE,CLOSE,FWD,—;
In semiclosed pos facing LOD and starting on M's L, take 3 light running
steps twd LOD (L,R,L) and brush R; repeat this starting with R(RLR) and
turn to face ptr on last step ending in closed pos M's back to COH; Do a
backward Box-step to side on L, close R to L, step back (twd COH) on L and
hold 1 ct; Step to side on R, close L to R and step fwd on L, turning to semi
closed pos facing LOD and hold 1 ct;
5-8

Repeat measures 1-4

9-12 Twir1,2,3,TCH; REVERSE TWIRL,2,3,TCH; APART,2,3,
TCH; TOG(New partner),2,3,TCH;
As M walks L,R,L and Tch R twd LOD, W does a RF twirl down LOD under
her R * M's L hands; As W does a reverse twirl back down RLOD under same
joined hands, M backs down RLOD R,L,R turning to face ptr on last step
ending in buttefly pos M's back to COH; Back away from ptr (M twd
COW... W twd wall) L,R,L & Tch R & snap fingers; Moving twd a new PTR
(the person to the right) come together,R,L,R and tch L ending in butterfly
pos M's back to COH with a new partner.
13-16 SIDE,CLOSE,SIDE,—; SIDE,CLOSE,SIDE,—; APART,2,3,TCH;
TOG(New Ptr),2,3,Tch
In butterfly pos M's back to COH, step to side twd LOD on L, close R to L,
step to side again on L and hold 1 ct; step to side on R (RLOD) close L to R,
step again to side on R and hold 1 ct; repeat measures 11 & 12 ending with a
second new partner and turning to semiclosed pos facing LOD to start dance
over.
ENDING:
WALK,—,2,—; TWIRL,2,3-BOW
In semi closed pos take two slow walking steps, a quick twirl and bow.
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calling.
---- tips
OFF BASS--OUT OF TREBLE
Harold Bausch, of Leigh, Nebraska,
has this advice about equipment in his
publication, THe Reporter:
Most callers know that too much
bass will have a tendency to make the
caller's voice less sharp and distinct.
Knowing this, then, some callers will
go all the way the other direction and
put on all the treble they can get. This
too is a mistake (did you know that
some people have trouble hearing treble tones?) It is best to balance the
two to achieve a pleasant sound.
It isn't as important just what
equipment you have as it is how you
use it, so experiment a little and get
the most out of your set.
BROCKETT'S BRIEFS
FOR BEGINNERS
In his new book, soon to be reviewed
on our book review page, Larry Brockett chats about teaching beginners. He
says that it is best to let new dancers
go home after 2% hours of dancing the
first three nights of the class; then
three hours for later classes. He keeps
'em on the floor 20-30 minutes for
teach-dance interludes, with 5 to 8 minutes of break between each dance session. No swings or twirls are usually
taught the first night, he says, because
dancers are self-conscious. Some nights
a class will learn twice as much as you
had planned to give them, so be flexible with your nightly lesson breakdown.
Other nights they "can't seem to learn
a thing, and have forgotten some you
taught them already." On the first
night, always start in a big circle.
Thanks, Larry.
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GRAND OPENING — MEMORABLE
CLOSING
Vince Lombardy is a guy that ought
to know, and he claims the first two minutes and the last two minutes of a game
are the most decisive. This holds true
even more at a square dance. During the
first two minutes you, as a caller, are establishing rapport with the dancers, inspiring confidence, testing their dance capabilities. You shouldn't jump into the
center of the pool. Use no tricky material.
Don't lose 'em. In the final singing call of
the evening you are punctuating the evening's entertainment with satisfaction, fun
and smooth flowing material. Contrary to
this, I heard of a caller who started over
twice on his final singing call when either
he or the dancers got lost. Another caller
ripped into the toughest hash he could
dish out in his final tip and left everyone
perspiring. What kind of memories do
you think those dancers took home from
those two dances?
MOUTH TO MOUTH RECREATION
In promoting square dance beginner
classes, Alma Miller of Dayton concludes,
as do most of us, that word-of-mouth
promotion is still the best method to recruit newcomers. She's tried radio, newspaper, flyers, free gimmicks, etc. We like
her idea of charging new dancers enough
to cover the cost of a square dance magazine. She proposes educating the educators in our schools and colleges and getting more notice in the popular press.
GO INN FOR INFORMATION
Since Holiday Inns everywhere are
welcoming square dance promotional folders (reported earlier) the Toledo Callers
Association is printing a 2-color area folder including members' names for contacts. Send a stamped No. 10 envelope
to this magazine for a sample — perhaps
your association would like to consider
such a project.
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ACROSS
Irish patron (2 words)
1.
9.
Stop
10. Case or cover (French)
11.
12.

University of Missouri (abbr.)
Opposite of a center (in a line)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Set
Glass
3.1416
Had refreshments

5.
6.

"--- River Valley"
"Keep -- Moving"

14. 17th & 18th letters
15. Presidential nickname
17. American Transport System (abbr.)
18. Mystery author Gardner

7.
8.

19. Put down
21. Virginia---22. Bend the ---23. Residing
24. Move to music

17. Nickname for Alice
18. Hesitant sound

Drapery
Kind of cousin met at dances
At All"
13. "All Or
16. Fished in a certain way

20. Of (Spanish)
24. Continent (abbr.)
25. Initials following Washington

Funstitute,
AUGUST 9 —14, 1970

for fun
people ....
is

• AL BRUNDAGE
• CURLEY CUSTER

U.S. THAYER HOTEL
WEST POINT, N Y

• JACK MAY
• PAUL & LAURA MEROLA

WRITE FOR BROCHURE
AND FULL INFORMATION:

al brundage
„3 AMC NAIL ROAD
■ ST AMFORD CONN. 06903
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SINGING CALLS
POWDER YOUR FACE — Jay Bar Kay 102
Caller: John Hendron
A new label that came out with a real dandy on the first try. If this record is any indication of the goodies that will come in
the future, keep your eye on Jay Bar Kay.
This record will really make you wanta
dance. Figure: Head ladies chain across,
heads promenade half way, down the middle, right and left thru, roll away, half
sashay, star thru and do-sa-do, swing thru,
turn thru, corner lady swing and promenade.
I DON'T KNOW WHY — MacGregor 2059
Caller: Bruce Johnson
Apparently this is Bruce's swan song on the
MacGregor label. Bruce is now the proud
owner of his own label, and we don't imagine that he will be recording for any rival
labels. His own label is called PULSE and
so far he has put out two hoedowns on
this label. This recording of an old favorite,
I Don't Know Why, is a much needed recording. Callers have used the SIO version
for years and could not replace it when
worn out because of its unavailability.
Figure: One and three separate, go halt
around the ring, star thru, forward up and
back, half square thru, swing thru, make a
wave and balance, boys trade, turn thru,
allemande the corner, right and left grand,
promenade.
CALIFORNIA BLUES — Kalox 1099
Caller: Bob Yerington
Here is a goodie that will stay around
awhile. It has plenty of drive and the dancers love it. Bob does an outstanding job
on the record. Figure: One and three promenade half way, two and four right and left
thru, square thru four hands, do-sa-do and
do an eight chain four, swing corner, promenade.
I SEE THEM EVERYWHERE— HiHat 385
Caller: Roger Morris
This poor guy sees polka dot snakes with
tennis shoes on, little green men with pink
balloons, but all we can see is a heck of a
good square dance. Figure: Four ladies
chain across, heads promenade three quarters, side two slide thru, swing star thru,
outsides dive thru, square thru three quarters, allemande the corner, do-sa-do your
own, swing corner and promenade.
WHERE THE RED RED ROSES GROW
Windsor 4934, Caller: John Shallow
Windsor has done this number before; we
don't have a copy of the 78 rpm to check
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if the music is the same. Windsor has been
doing quite a bit of this lately. For instance
last month they put out 4930 Honky Tonk
Sounds which is the same instrumental as
Windsor 4843 Driftwood on the River. Admittedly Honky Tonk Sounds is a fine recording and very danceable with its new
figure but many callers will argue that they
do not want to pay top dollar for a disguised old record. Figure: Head two couples square thru four hands, do-sa-do the
outside two, swing thru, boys trade and box
the gnat, same girl left allemande, do-sa-do
partner, corner swing and promenade.
OAKIE FROM MUSKOGEE— Kalox 1100
Caller: Gary Shoemake
This is a fine recording. Good dance, fine
music and the patter in the call is real nice.
We think the dancers will like the theme of
this recording. Figure: Four ladies chain
three quarters, side couples promenade half
way, heads square thru four hands, split
two, around one, make a line, all eight box
the gnat, square thru four hands, swing corner and promenade.
KIDS — Longhorn 180
Caller: Ralph Silvius
Another fine record from Longhorn that
dances well. Figure: Heads square thru four
hands, right and left thru, star thru, pass
thru, California twirl, square thru three
hands, allemande the corner, do-sa-do partner, swing the corner and promenade.
IT TAKES PEOPLE LIKE YOU— Blue Star
1864, Caller: Al Brundage
Many callers have written us saying they
would like to see more MEAT in the singing
calls. In other words they would like to see
some of the newer basics in the dances. This
dance has a Hinge and Trade in it and it
works real well. Figure: Heads star thru, roll
away, half sashay, box the gnat and pull her
by, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys run, couples
do a hinge and trade, centers pass thru, corners swing, left allemande and promenade.
SWEETHEARTS AND STRANGERS — Bogen 1223, Caller: Glenn Zeno
Here is another real pretty tune with a pretty dance. You callers who have good voices
and like the oretty tunes that will go along
with the fine voices, here you are. Figure:
Four ladies chain three quarters, heads
promenade half way, down the middle and
star thru, then do a right and left thru, pass
thru and square thru three hands, left allemande, do-sa-do your own, swing corner
and promenade.
CHARLESTON GAL — Lore 1114
Caller: Bob Augustin
Figure: First and third lead right, circle to a
line, without a stop do a right and left thru,
same two a right hand star, once around,
back out and circle round the ring. Side
couples star thru, pass thru and swing,
swing corner and promenade.

GO GO AMIGOS — Hi Hat 870
Choreography by LeVerne & Doris Reilly

Good music and a flowing intermediate two step.

ROUND DANCES
By Frank and Phyl Lehnert
WITH LOVE — Epic 5-2224
Choreography by Herb & Loney Scherer

A real "Russian" sound that gets lively (the Village Stompers), an interestingly different intermediate two step.
BLUE MOOD — Hi Hat 870
Choreography by Nina & Charlie Ward

TOWN TAVERN — Grenn 1413
Choreography by Gloria & Bill McGill

Jazzy "Tavern In The Town" music, a
fast moving strong intermediate to
challenge two step (mostly because of
speed), very danceable when slowed a
bit.
DUET IN THREE-QUARTER TIME—Grenn
1413, Choreography by Jack & Lee Ervin

A good solid intermediate waltz routine with pleasant music.

Excellent "Mood Indigo" music, a
strong intermediate two step with
some different combinations.

"FANTASTIC" SOUND
AT MODERATE COST!
ALL-TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT
■Light weight - only 23 lbs!
■120 Peak watts output
■Skip-proof "floating" turntable
■Outstanding clarity
■Reserve Power for largest halls
■Many, many other features —
FULL PRICE $375.00
Internal monitor, counterbalanced tone arm, electronic speed control, V. U. meter,
microphone compartment, dual microphone inputs, full tone controls, etc
NEW — compact 25"2 lb. matching sound column — $151.00
CLINTON INSTRUMENT CO , BOSTON POST ROAD, CLINTON, CONN. 06413
TEL. (203) 669-7548
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Whether in the Spring or the Fall
Dancing's always a Ball at—
North Carolina's

?aSEIVANA
MIL QC

GOO
l
Dancing
AHEAD

EIGHT DANCE VACATIONS ANNUALLY
SWAP SHOP: April 25 - May 3, 1970 and September 26 - October 4, 1970
RAY & LOUISE BOHN
AL & JEAN BROWNLEE
JEANETTE CAMP
WRAY FERRELL
FRED & SHORTY GOODNER
TOM • LIB HUBBARD
RUTH JEWELL
FRANK • PHYL LEHNERT
PAUL & HELEN PATE
JOE & AL ROBERTSON

STAFF
Louirrille, Kentucky
Fontana Dam, N. C.
East Point, George
Varian, North Cambria (Rounds)
Athens. Tennessee
Atlanta, George (Round.)
Raleigh. North Ca:okra (Rounds)
Toledo, Ohio (Rounds)
Atlanta, George
Mobile. Alabama

GUEST STAFF
DORSEY • JOYCE ADAMS
Knightdale, N. C. (Spe
r4
Andrews, Taxa. (S •
REX • JO COATS
FRED & MARGARET KELLER
Lexington. N.C. (Fail)
Atlanta, Ga. (Fall)
HAROLD • TINE KELLEY
Winter Park. Fla. (Fall)
DANNY • ANN ROBINSON
Mundelein, Ill (Spriag)
JIM • MARIE SHIPORSKI
Sikeston, Mo. (sous)
BILL • BETTY VOLNER
EURIE • PAT WILLIAMS
Mobile Ala. (Fa)

REBEL ROUNDUP. May 6 - 10, 1970 and September 20 - 27, 1970
STAFF
Oak Ridge, Tennessee
Fontana Darn, N. C.
Knoxville. Tennessee
Boonsboro. Kurland (Fall)
Speedway, Indiana

BOB • WILLIE BAKER
AL & JEAN BROWNLEE
BOB & DOT DUBREE
IRV • BETTY EASTERDAY
JACK • GRACE UVINGSTON

GUEST STAFF
CARL & JOYCE BORNMANN Daytona Beach, Fla. (Spring Rounds)
TED FRYE
Knoxville. Tenn. (Fall)
CARL GEELS
Ft. Wayne, Ind. (Spring)
MICK & WILLIE HOWARD
Greenville, S.C. (Fall)
DON • MILDRED WILLIAMSON
GreenvilleTenn(Sp..Fath
BILL & DIXIE WILSON
Aiken, S.C. (Spring)

ACCENT ON ROUNDS WITH SQUARES: May 17-24, 1970 and
STAFF
September 13- 20 , 1970
AL • JEAN BROWNLEE
JOHN • VIC LAVERTY
ED 1 KAY MACK

Fontana Dam, N. C.
Huntington. New York
Clearwater Bench, Florida (On Leave)

DON & PETE HICKMAN Urbana, Masson
(Fall Rounds)
ART • SADIE HERBERT
Warrt...Von. Fla. (Spr. Rounds)

FUN FEST: May 23- 31, 1970 and September 5 - 13, 1970
STAFF
AL • MILLIE BOEHRINGER
Nylon. Ohio (Rounds)
AL • JEAN BROWNLEE
Fontana Dam. N. C.
ROGER 111 MARY JANE CHAPMAN
Winter Haven. ELBKingspon, Tennessee
A. B. A PAULINE COLEMAN
HARRY • CLARA LACKEY Greensboro, North Caroline
Clearwater Beach. Florida (On Leave)
ED • KAY MACK
Decatur.
lAMIF d MYRA NEWTON
Daytona Beach. Florida (Fall)
JOHN • LINDA SAUNDERS
Columbia, South Carob/is
JOHN STEWART
Knoxville, Tennemee
ALLEN • JOANN TIPTON

PACKAGE RATE LOW
Total Cost
1 day — $1400 par person, Incl.
2 days — 28.00 per person, incl.
3 days — 42.00 per person. incl.
4 days — 52.00 per person, incl.
S days —
62.00 per person, Incl.
6 days —
T2.00 per person, incl.
7 days — 80.00 per person. incl.
8 days — 87.00 per person, incl.
Each Additional Day $11.00
Per Person, incl. tax
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GUEST STAFF
CHARLIE A MARGE CARTER
Columbus, Ohio (Fall Rounds)
BILL & BETTY CLAYWELL
Glasgow. Ky. (Fall)
DICK & MARCI JONES
Marysville Ohio (Spring)
CHARLES & MADELINE LOVELACE
Tampa. Fla. (Sprats Rounds)
MEL • CHARLOTTE ROBERTS
Memphis. Tenn. (Fall)

WRITE FOR FREE
COLOR BROCHURE
tax
tax
tax
tax
tax
tax
tax
tax

.

Fontana Village Resort
FONTANA DAM, NORTH CAROLINA 28733
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CHO'ROG‘)./6..Pt-k
In spite of the hue and cry about
square dance drop-outs, we have never
had the number of people in the s/d
picture who have actively been dancing ten years or more that we have
now. Your editor is not referring to
those who dance twice a year, but to
those who dance four to six times a
month. This once-a-week dancer is
the bulk of the activity, the one who
has taken his twenty-five to thirty lessons to dance eighty to ninety basics
each week and is willing to try something "new, but GOOD" on occasion
as long as he/she is not expected to remember all that has been tried in the
past decade. THIS IS THE DANCER
WHO PAYS FOR THE ACTIVITY
with his $2/S3, his club participation,
his travels to festivals, conventions and
institutes, his loyalty to the recreation.
So what has SQUARE DANCE reported in 1969?

January — Change a Web
February — Square to a Wave
March — Split Square Thru and Chain
Star Thru review
April — All eight Spin The Top, and
fractions
May — Fan the Top Review
June — Spin Chain the Star
July — Shuffle Star - figure review
August — Cloverleaf turn
September — Couples Hinge and Trade
October — Tag The Line
November — Trade-By
December — Boomerang (gimmick)
Reports coming back to your editor
seem to indicate the following:
1. Change a Web has replaced Spin a
Web where used.
2. Fan the Top is being used more than
expected.
3. All eight Spin the top in fractions is
still being shied away from by the
callers, not the dancers. Best star
formations we have today.
4. Couples Hinge and Trade becoming
popular rapidly.
Continued on page 37
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GEORGE JABBUSCH, Bradenton, Fla.
Workshop caller for SQUARE DANCE

RON SCHNEIDER, Olmsted Falls, O.
Workshop caller for SQUARE DANCE

Calls for workshop group in Sarasota, Fla. and has for the past two
years. Formerly called for Ohio group
the previous six years. All material
sent to the magazine is tried and proven before publishing. Current participating dancers in the group include:

Calls for workshop group in Akron
area and has for two years, taking over
for George. Both groups also try new
ideas for possible consideration; these
are passed on to Will Orlich for further consideration of potential, and ex
ploration. Dancer members include:

The Calvins
The George Drosenos
The Bob Evans
The Bill Mankamyers
The Clarence Rambos
The Tom Truslers
The Clarence Wackers
The Dale Davises
The Bernie Hydes
The Harvey Pooles
The Rupe Ritchies
The Jim Barbers
The Bob Collises
The Bill Filberts
The Russ Nesters
The Joe Pringles
The Bill Roberts
The John Schullers
The Bob Brauns
The Glenn Millers
After dancing and analyzing figures, the best of the NEW ideas is taken by
Workshop Editor, Will Orlich, and put into experimental figures and reported
across the country through the National Callers Report (NCR) to over 600 qualified S/D callers and teachers. From here all of the S/D movements introduced during the past 10 years has emanated: Slide thru, Spin the Top, Run, Fold, etc.
The Earl Andersons
The John Battricks
The Doug Grahams
The Don Mollenkopts
The Bob Nortons
The Al Weishaars
The Tom Bohons
The Augie Browns
The Red Cochrans
The Ed Luscombes
The Don Morrows
The Col. Bud Picknells
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5. Tag the Line the best thing to come
out for general usage in years. A
real good tool for directional calling.
All others are so-so and only time
will tell if the above will hold past current interest. The general trend this
past decade has been to use arm turn
figures: swing thru, Spin the Top, Spin
Chain thru, Turn thru, Cloverleaf turn,
etc. We hope that more star figures
will stay in the picture. Change a Web
was a break through. The All eight
Spin the top is actually a star movement and has been used for years. The
"triple allemande" was typical of this
as:
Allemande left, the ladies star, gents
promenade
Allemande left (same girl) gentlemen
star, ladies promenade
Same girl left allemande, partners all
right and left grand.
In analysis, one can see that this
triple allemande is today's All eight
Spin the top done two times in succession until the final allemande left
and back to partner. This idea years
ago was even carried into "allemande
left. gentlemen star" and for that era's
challenge dancer, "Allemande left, head
couples star, sides promenade, etc."
And all this almost two decades ago.
So what else is new?

CALLERS'
QUESTIONS
RAMON FAUST, Pottsville, Pa.:Some
callers end a call with either couples
one and three or couples two and four
opposite of their original home position and stop the figure that way.
When the music stops, who ought to

be at home position? If the head couples stop at home, the side couples
are out of place (sequence). If the side
couples stop at home, the head couples
are out of place and there is a lot of
shuffling around and arguing about
who should move. Please explain what
should happen.
ED. NOTE: In the first place, the caller should have caught the "out of sequence" results before stopping the
figure BUT it is possible that he deliberately left the mixup and plans to
straighten everyone around with the
next figure. What is expected of the
dancers, where to stop, etc.? We have
a "traffic" law in square dancing that
No. 1 man in each set is the "boss,"
i.e. makes the decision when to stop
at home during the promenade to
square up the set. Therefore, No. 1
man by stopping at his home position
will determine where everyone else
stops. If the caller has the set out of
place (sequence) either by mistake or
deliberately, the side couples, (two
and four) will always be the couples
across from starting position. It is up
to the caller to straighten out the choreography, NOT the dancers. Just
hold tight and wait to see if the caller
"goofed" or is trying to test your
knowledge. Future calls will determine
this unless it actually comes to the
end of the tip. Dancers then have the
prerogative to change over into their
desired positions before the singing
call is started.
While we are on the "stop promenade" rule, let's repeat another one.
How far are dancers expected to
promenade around the set?
Again, No. 1 man is the "boss." He
should follow the rule to promenade
all the way around if he starts at less
than '/4 position from home. If he
starts at more than '/4 position from
home, he stops at home position. Now
it is possible to start exactly (or nearly so) '/4 position from home — what
happens? He (No. 1 man) makes the
decision so WATCH No. 1 couples to
avoid a pile up of dancers if he stops
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OR follow him around if that is his decision and avoid that foolish feeling of
dancing around by yourself at your
home position while waiting for the
rest of the set to settle down. If No. 1
couple guesses wrong, its on his shoulders.
JAMES HOPKINS, Innisfail, Alberta:
I heartily endorse your suggestion of
50 basics that go beyond the 75 original basic plateau. I would like a copy
of same when ready. I would also like
a book that explains fully the first 75
basics. I have been calling square dances for 20 years and again am in need
of a new amplifier set. What would
you recommend?
ED. NOTE: Thank you for the endorsement of the idea of the Experimental
50 "Basic" program for advanced
square dancing. SQUARE DANCE magazine feels that this will be a step forward toward some semblance of planned programming in today's square
dance picture. The release date will be
sometime just before the National S/D
Convention. In the meantime, our caller leadership should be aware of the
50 Basic Program (ten lessons) that
Sets In Order now has on the market
with each basic broken down for teaching purposes along with an abundance
of material to use. One doesn't have to
agree with the order in which each is
taught, but the "perimeter" of the
program could well be held for the
ten lesson graduate all over the square
dance world. The next plateau of EXTENDED BASICS (another 25) over
and above the 50 basic program is being suggested to teach in another 20 lesson period. Your writer is involved in
compiling figures for this training manual to be released this spring by Sets
In Order. Again, the teaching order of
each basic may not be agreed upon,
but the "perimeter" of the graduate
dancer's knowledge across the country could be the same if the program
is followed.
On the heels of this 75 basic program is where SQUARE DANCE magazine will endeavor to help fill the
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void of what's next in the world of
square dance choreography.
In answer to what equipment to use—
take your pick, they are ALL good.
Each offers a slight difference that perhaps you would feel makes it a better
choice. We feel that this is a personal choice to fit your personality
like buying a suit of clothes — the
color, the style, the wearability, the
choice is yours.
DOUG HASTINGS, Cedar Ridge, Cal.:
I started calling square dances about
four months ago and have been having
a rough time getting material on the
newer moves such as Hinge & Trade,
Scoot Back, Boomerang, etc. Also,
some of the seldom used moves like
Suzy Q, T-cup Chain, etc. My beginners' class is much smoother than
many of the experienced dancers. My
club is quite behind both new and old.
ED. NOTE: We are sending you a complimentary copy of SQUARE DANCE
magazine since you mentioned Boomerang (December, 1969 issue). The material you asked for is not for you and
your group at this point. May we suggest that you start with the programs
as listed in the above discussion. There
are so many "new ideas" in today's picture that will not stay around (98 out
of 100) that you'd better not extend
yourself and your group beyond that
being published in national magazines
at this time. Until you and your group
become better trained to handle experimental ideas, may I suggest that
you confine your efforts at the above
perimeters of learning, OK? Believe me,
there are many happy years of dancing
for all of you before you get involved
in the frustrations of experimental
dance figures.
SQUARE DANCE magazine WORKSHOP features original material submitted to the editor. New ideas are
presented each month. Mail new and
creative material and questions to
Willard Orlich, Workshop Editor,
SQUARE DANCE Magazine, Box
788, Sandu4ty, Ohio 44870.
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GRAND TAG THE LINE
by Les Linn, Miami, Fla.
From two 4-hand ocean waves in
line with each other, on call to GRAND
TAG THE LINE, each wave does a
normal Tag the line but the new center two pass two more dancers. All
dancers then quarter right or left as
commanded.
AUTHOR'S EXAMPLES
Head couples square thru
Slide thru, swing thru, boys run
GRAND TAG THE LINE — right
Bend the big line, Ends fold
Left allemande
Heads lead to the right
And circle four to a line
Swing thru, boys run
GRAND TAG THE LINE — right
Bend the big line, box the gnat
Crosstrail thru to the corner
Left allemande

Head couples square thru
Swing thru, spin the top
Centers run
GRAND TAG THE LINE right
Boys run right, spin the top
Box the gnat, slide thru
Wheel and deal, pass to the center
Square thru
Left allemande
Promenade, head couples wheel around
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Centers run
GRAND TAG THE LINE
First two 1/4 right
Next two 1/4 left
Wheel and deal to face those two
Pass thru, boys trade, girls fold
Substitute
Dixie chain a double track
Ladies go left, boys go right
Left allemande
Head couples star thru, pass thru
Spin the top, ends run
GRAND TAG THE LINE
Ladies go left, gents go right
Star thru in Dixie style (trailers on outside)
Double pass thru
First couple left, next two right
Slide thru, left allemande

EXAMPLES
by Will Orlich
Head couples square thru
Slide thru, swing thru, centers run
GRAND TAG THE LINE left
Bend small lines, star thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Substitute, pass thru
Left allemande

LADIES/ MEN WHEEL AND TURN
FIGURES by Lee Kopman, Wantagh,N.Y.

Head couples square thru
Slide thru, swing thru, centers run
GRAND TAG THE LINE left
Small lines wheel and deal
New lines wheel and deal, star thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru
Left allemande

Ladies center, back to the bar
Four men center left hand star
Star promenade your own
Head ladies wheel and turn
Side ladies wheel and turn
Heads wheel around
Star thru, square thru
Left allemande
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Star promenade
Heads half sashay, keep moving
Head boys Wheel and turn
Back out, circle eight
Four boys Fan the top, step thru
Right and left thru (who turns who)
Boys make it a full turn
All promenade left
Side men wheel and turn
Girls wheel around
Star twirl, Dixie Grand
Left allemande
Promenade, spread out wide
California twirl
Star promenade wrong way
Side men wheel and turn
Heads half sashay (Keep moving)
Head ladies Wheel and Turn
All partners trade and quarter more
Slide thru with the next
Star thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Partner left allemande thar
Head ladies wheel and turn
Swing left 3/4 to an Alamo ring
Swing thru to an allemande thar
Slip the clutch
Left allemande
FIGURES
by Larry Jack Marconette, California
BOOMERANG VARIATIONS
Four ladies chain
One and three right and left thru
One and three square thru
Right and left thru
Star thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Boomerang
Dive thru, double pass thru
Boomerang
Star thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal
Centers pass thru
Allemande left
One and three square thru
Swing thru, spin the top
Right and left thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Boomerang
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Dive thru, double pass thru
Boomerang
Star thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal
Centers pass thru
Allemande left
Side ladies chain
Heads lead to the right
Circle up four, break to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Boomerang
Circle up four, side men break to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru
Boomerang
Right and left thru
Allemande left
(Promenade)—
One and three Boomerang
Star thru
Right and left thru
Star thru
Pass thru, bend the line
Right and left thru
Star thru, pass thru
Allemande left
(Promenade)—
Men roll back one girl
One and three Boomerang
Right and left thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Boomerang
Star thru, pass thru
Bend the line, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Boomerang
Allemande left
One and three star thru
Double pass thru
Boomerang, dive thru
Double pass thru
Boomerang
Right and left thru
Allemande left
One and three star thru
Boomerang, dive thru
Square thru three quarters
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Swing thru, boys run
Wheel and deal, dive thru

Boomerang
Allemande left
(PromenadelOne and three wheel around
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, Boomerang
Dive thru, double pass thru
Boomerang, dive thru
Double pass thru
First couple go left
Next go right
Pass thru, bend the line
Cross trail thru
Allemande left
BOOMERANG- SPIN IT- CHURN IT
Sides star thru, pass thru
Spin chain thru
Spin chain thru
Right and left thru
Dive thru, double pass thru
Boomerang
Dive thru, double pass thru
Boomerang
Dive thru, centers star thru
Left allemande
RUNNIN' AND WHEELIN' NO. 1
One and three square thru
Swing thru, boys run
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru
Swing thru, boys run
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru
Allemande left
RUNNIN' AND WHEELIN' NO. 2
Two and four star thru
California twirl
Eight chain thru four
Swing thru, boys run
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru
Swing thru, boys run
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Dive thru, double pass thru
First couple left
Next go right

Two ladies chain
Pass thru, bend the l ine
Square thru three quarters
Allemande left
HALF SASHAY FIGURES
BY Will Orlich, Bradenton, Florida
Allemande left, allemande thar
Go right and left and form a star
Boys back up a right hand star
Shoot the star, you're on your way
Right and left with a half sashay
Same girl, left allemande
Allemande left, allemande "A"
Go right and left, half sashay
Re-sashay go all the way around
Boys star right across the land
Corners all left allemande
Head couples right and left thru
Same two square thru four hands around
All four couples 1/2 sashay
Box the gnat and do-sa-do
All the way round to ocean wave, rock it
Eight rollaway 1/2 sashay
All eight circulate to a
Left allemande
Heads lead right, circle four to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in
Centers roll out 1/2 sashay
Cast off % round
Lines pass thru, centers arch
Ends turn in with a 1/2 sashay
Double pass thru, centers out
Ends roll in 1/2 sashay
Wheel and deal
Girls in the middle swing thru
Turn thru, star thru
Wheel and deal, insides arch
Dive thru, pass thru
To a left allemande
Side ladies chain
Whirl away a half sashay
Heads pass thru
Turn right single file around two
Lines of four go forward and back
Center couples right and left thru
A full turn facing out, rollaway
Ends circulate, centers arch
Ends turn in with a 1/2 sashay
Circle half and % more
Corners all left allemande
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Allemande left, allemande thar
Right and left, form a star
Men back up a right hand star
Shoot the star, you're on your way
Right and left half sashay
Head gent re-sashay
Go all the way round
Star left across the town
Opposite lady right hand round
To the right hand lady left-hand round
Put 'er on the right and circle eight
Allemande left you're on your way
Right and left half sashay
Side gent re-sashay
Go all the way round
Star left across the town
Opposite lady right hand round
To the right hand lady, left hand half
Back by the right go all the way around
Corners all left allemande
FIGURES
by Ted Wegener, Gardena, California
GRAND SQUARE TIMER No. 1
Heads up to the middle and back with you
Same two turn thru and separate and
Promenade the outside ring
Sides face grand square
Everybody keep goin'
Heads meet your own, pass her by
and find the corner
Allemande left
GRAND SQUARE TIMER No.2
Sides face, everybody grand square
When you meet don't reverse
Just stand right there
Sides separate, walk around the outside ring
Heads star thru, California twirl
Slide thru
Square thru three quarters round
Sides pass your partner
Find your corner
Allemande left
CLOVERLEAFUM
One and three half square thru
Square thru the outside two 3/4 round
The inside two face your partner
Star thru
Cloverleaf all eight of you
Square thru 3/4 round to a
Left allemande
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FIGURES
(Author unknown)
TRIPLE STAR THRU
Heads right and left thru
Same two ladies chain
Heads half square thru
Right and left thru
Dive thru, triple star thru
Outsides half sashay
All California twirl
Right and left thru
Star thru, dive thru
Triple star thru
Outsides half sashay
All California twirl
Two ladies chain, cross trail
Allemande left
HEADS FACE RITE
Heads face right
Right and left thru
Full turn (should be in lines)
Bend the line
Go right and left thru
Inside four U-turn back
Everybody allemande left
WHEEL AND DEAL AND '/4 MORE
Heads to the right circle to a line
Pass thru
Wheel and deal and one quarter more
California twirl, star thru
Two ladies chain
Circle four, head gents break to a line
Pass thru, ends fold
Swat the flea, change hands
Square thru three quarters round
Allemande left
RUN CHAIN THRU FIGURES
(Spin chain thru variation)
From ocean wave position, boys run
between the girls to join left hands
and finish the movement in a normal
Spin Chain Thru traffic pattern. Ends
in a two faced line.
One and three square thru four hands
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Boys Run Chain Thru
Couples circulate
Wheel and deal
Outsides dive thru, pass thru
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave

Boys run Chain Thru
Couples circulate
Wheel and deal
Allemande left
Four ladies chain three quarters
Two and four promenade half
Lead right and circle to a line
Right and left thru, star thru
Double swing thru
Boys Run Chain Thru
Couples circulate
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru
Double swing thru
Boys run chain thru
Couples circulate
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Square thru three-quarters round
Allemande left
SPLIT CIRCULATE FIGURES
by Lee Kopman, Wantagh, L.I., N. Y.
Heads lead right
Circle four to a line
Star thru
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Split circulate double
Swing thru, girls trade
Box the gnat
Grand right and left
Head couples square thru
Swing thru, split circulate
Swing thru, split circulate
Boys run, pass thru
Wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Substitute, square thru %
Left allemande
Heads lead right
Circle four to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru
Spin chain thru, ends circulate
Split circulate, centers trade
Split circulate, boys run
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Right and left thru
Pass thru, square thru %
Left allemande

Heads lead right
Circle four to a line
Star thru
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
All eight circulate
Split circulate, swing thru
All eight circulate
Split circulate, boys run to a
Left allemande
Heads lead right
Circle four to a line
Spin the top
Split circulate, centers trade
Split circulate, boys fold
Girls pass thru, star thri I
Centers trade, bend th, line
Right and left thru
Swing star thru to a
Left allemande
Head couples square thru
Spin chain thru
Ends circulate double
Split circulate
Boys trade, centers trade
Split circulate
Swing thru, girls trade
Swing thru to a
Grand right and left
Heads lead right
Circle four to a line
Star thru, dive thru
Pass thru, curlique
Split circulate
Boys fold, girls square thru
Star thru, all promenade
Boys roll back
Left allemande

3/4

FIGURE
by Ed Fraidenburg, Midland, Michigan
Heads square thru
Do-sa-do the outside two
Girls circulate, swing thru
Boys circulate, swing thru
Girls circulate, swing thru
Boys circulate, swing thru
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Square thru 3/4
Left allemande
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ROM
Rounds of the month for the Toronto
and District S/D Association for the recent months have been: December,
Sassy; January, Shenandoah; and Feb:
ruary, I Had To Be You.
Bob & Jane Jaffray

DANDY IDEA
tiL
• -1

CHICAGO NEWS
OFFICERS
Newly elected officers for the Chicago Area Callers Association are:
Gene Tidwell, president; Al Schnaffner, vice president; Warren Buchholz,
treasurer and Vera Meier, secretary.
Newly appointed committee members
are: Paul & Lorraine Thompson, program; Doc & Garnett Adams, publicity;
Gus & Ann Homann and Charles Jaworski, hospitality; Sonja Sekulich and
George Gruwell, round dance.
S/D INFORMATION
Bob & Jo Willard of Hillside have
been selected by the Chicago Area
Callers Assoc. to offer S/D information
to visitors and/or residents about the
many dances offered in the Chicago
and Metropolitan area. When planning
a visit to the area, contact the Willards
at 449-7111.
TRAIL DANCE
Going through the Chicago area en
route to Louisville for the 1970 Convention? On Tuesday, June 23 from
8 to 11 p.m., the Chicago Area Callers
Assoc. is sponsoring a trail dance at
the Boy Scouts Building (formerly
Square Dance Center) located on Hwy
12 in Arlington Heights. Featured callers for the evening will be members of
the association. Dr. Ben Adams is serving as chairman of the dance, assisted
by Kristine Buchholz.
Garnett Adams
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The East Central Ohio Federation
of Square and Round Dance Clubs annually prints a multiple schedule card
for all 17 clubs in the area, and distributes them widely. We suspect that
this accordian style of billfold card encourages interclub visitation, since all
club dances and names of many guest
callers for each club are readily available to all members of all 17 clubs.
* AN EXCITING NEW

CAMPGROUND
for SQUARE DANCERS
A FULL SQUARE & ROUND DANCE
PROGRAM
POOL

REC HALL
DELUXE FACILITIES

FOR FULL INFORMATION, WRITE TO
AL BRUNDAGE
CHESTNUT LAKE CAMPGROUND
P.O. BOX 146
SOMERS POINT, N.J. 08244
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CALIFORNIA— 2nd Annual Shasta
Cascade S & R/D Jamboree, April 3-5,
will be held at Shasta High School in
Redding, Cal. Guest caller is Bob Fisk,
and Winnie & Vonnie Stotler will present the rounds. Write: Jamboree,
P.O. Box 2064, Redding 96001.
KANSAS— Southwest Kansas S/D Festival will feature Melton Luttrell and
John & Wanda Winter at the Municipal
Auditorium, Dodge City, Ks. Write Les
& Betty Houser, 2211 3rd Ave., Dodge
City, Ks. 67801.
NEBRASKA— The Prairie Schooners
of Sidney will hold their annual Neb.
Crippled Children Benefit Dance on
April 4 at the 4H Building in the Cheyenne County Fairgrounds. The benefit dance will be from 8 to 11, and
following a lunch, a night owl dance
will continue until 5 AM. Gordon
Beckman of Denver will serve as MC
and his Colorado Wheelers, exhibition
wheelchair group, will be on hand to
entertain. Write George & Joy Hare,

tact Helen Pate, 3214 Clifton Church
Road SE, Atlanta 30316.
BRITISH COLUMBIA— S/D Fun at
Manning Park Lodge, April 17-19,
with Al Berry, Vic Harris, Burt Harvie.
Write Vic & Doreene Harris, 20086
Grade Crescent, R.R. 2, Langley, B.C.
OHIO— Akron Area S & R/D Federation 10th Annual Spring Festival, April 18, Akron Univ. Memorial Hall,
presents callers Johnny Davis, Ron
Schneider, Jack Lasry, Ralph Pavlik;
round dance leaders, Iry & Betty Easterday.
LOUISIANA— New Orleans R/D Festival, Palomino Room at Bar-None
Ranch, with Nita & Manning Smith,
will feature an afternoon workshop
and evening dance party. Write Chuck
& Opal Goodman, Box 11, St. Rose,
La. 70087. April 18, 1970.
ILLINOIS— SING-A-LONG with Max
Forsyth and Wally Schultz, from 3-6
PM, Boy Scouts of America Bldg.,
Arlington Hgts. is scheduled for April
19.
NEW YORK— Central N.Y. S/D Association sponsors the 8th Annual Festival, Saturday April 25 at Strough
School and Rome Free Academy,
Rome, N.Y. featuring Lee Kopman,
Don Williamson, Stu Robertson, Tom
Rinker, Jack & Na Stapleton. Write:
Vern & Virginia Snyder, 12 Curtis Rd.,
Vernon, N.Y.

2205 13th Ave., Sidney, Neb. 69162.
PENNSYLVANIA— Camping weekend,
Spring Gulch Campgrounds, New Holland, with callers Chuck Stinchcomb
& Sparky Carlton. Write: Larry Rogers, 534 W County Line Road, Hatboro, Pa. 19040.
GEORGIA— The 2nd Annual Ruy
Camp Memorial Dance is to be held
April 11 at the Southeast Fair Grounds
in Atlanta. The Fontana Ramblers will
furnish music and area (or any other)
callers will call for the afternoon and
evening dancing. Proceeds will be donated to the Free Cancer Home, Con-

H I SHAT
New Flip Singing Calls

"GOOD ENOUGH FOR ME"
DAN SCHMELZER - HiHat 387
"DOG FIGHT"
ED STEPHAN - HiHat 388

Dance Records
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D
Perhaps it would be well to take
time now and tell you a bit about myself and career
I started calling about 1954 built clubs, classes, made records, etc.
until by 1962 I was traveling from
coast to coast each year calling dances.
At that time I was a post office clerk
and could get off pretty much when I
wanted to. Also, my folks were living
and we could leave our children with
them for a week or ten days whenever
we wanted. Bookings were more than
ample and I was calling as much as 26
nights a month. I kept this up until in
May of 1964 I had two heart attacks—
no reason we could find except burning
the candle at both ends.
We cut down our schedule to about
3 or 4 nights a week. I am fully recovered as far as I know. Now my schedule hits times when we are again going 5 nights a week, and are again putting on the brakes to forestall trouble
again.
November of 1965 I was appointed
postmaster and this limits prolonged
tours, so I cut down on these. I fly to
big events now, tour no more than a
week at a time, maintain six every-otherweek clubs, teach one or two classes
a year, and fit in as many one night
bookings as I can.
I don't have to call for a living, and
feel this is the way a caller can do the
best job. Otherwise, pressures become
too much and you do things not best
for square dancing — or for you either.
The Lord has been good to me and
if he gave me a talent to make others
happy, I thank him for that. After
1964 I began to realize that I could
not do it all myself, and perhaps I
should share what knowledge I have
acquired. So since 1965 I have had
much pleasure in helping other callers
with Caller Clinics. etc. Some have
said, "Why do you give away all your
secrets and knowledge that you worked
46

so hard to acquire?" I reply that I feel
I owe it to the wonderful people in
square dancing.
I'm not old (46) but I've lived a lot
and have really been blessed by the
kindness of dancers and callers all over
the country. How else can one pay it
back but to pass on what knowledge
you can.
This is one reason I keep putting
out the Square Dance Reporter — to
help pass the word around
I feel privileged that you continue to
exchange (magazines) with us. I do use
much of the material. I often find that
we agree on topics, such as sight calling, etc
We'll be taking a group of forty
some dancers to Hawaii. As Lill says,
this will be our first real vacation since
we started calling square dances. I will
call only one dance there, and the rest
of the time we will be just tourists. We
made this tour up from our own area
with no publicity except our own Reporter, and announcements at my own
dances. I think this speaks pretty
good of the tremendous area we have.
I have had tremendous success in
the past year of calling dances with a
limited amount of challenge, only
enough challenge to keep them interested. I have instead stressed fun
and fellowship. I have made a point of
trying to establish a laughing relaxed
relationship between me and the dancers on the floor. The result is that I
have been told in other areas that
"That was the best dance we have
had here in years." And in my own
area the clubs are dancing bigger
crowds. This would go along with
your remarks some time back about
the 90/10 theory. I too will call for
the 90% and let someone else call for
the 10%.
Harold Bausch
Leigh, Nebraska

BY MYRTIS LITMAN

SQUARE DANCEMANSHIP
by Madeline Allen
(Printed by Square Dance— Where of Northern California)
This gem of a booklet contains
twenty articles reprinted from "Square
Dance— Where" as an aid to teachers
in presenting etiquette and knowledge
of the dancing world to their classes.
By having the articles grouped in a
single publication, the wisdom and advice contained in them could more
easily go beyond the local reach of the
area newsletter. The thought-provoking
compositions clearly show that the
author is sincerely dedicated to the
growth and preservation of the activity. It is no wonder that outstanding
leaders and callers so often quote Madeline Allen, and portions of her articles are sure to appear in print somewhere.
Among the subjects discussed in
the twenty-eight pages are: Really
Learning to Dance, On Smooth Dancing, On Square Dance Etiquette, All

4t,

HOpp

About Freeloaders, On Horsing Around,
The Crying Room is Outside (about
chronic complainers), Round Dance—
Why?, On Short Sleeved Shirts, On
Setting Up Squares, A Square Is Four
Couples — Or Is It? (Rules for when
more than four couples are in a square
just for the fun of it), On Serving
Square Dancing (Suggestions ranging
from being the officer of the club to
wearing a name badge and being cheerful and positive), Notes On Visiting,
Dancing Away From Home, How
High Is Up?, Please Mr. Caller, Notes
on Programming, Commercialism, Why
Go To S/D Conventions?, On Summer Institutes, and Who Square Dances.
It all adds up to interesting reading.
Madeline Allen will be quoted for many years to come.

$2.50
INCLUDING 48 RHINESTONES

g BADGE
STATE BOPPEP 476
• 1±11

•

.1

We will set stones for eligible states at
time of order. You can set remaining
stones with any good glue.

THIS BADGE IS USED TWO WAYS
I-THE STATES YOU HAVE BEEN IN
2-THE STATES YOU HAVE DANCED IN
THE MAREX CO.
Box 371, Champaign, Illinois 61820
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43003 INSTANT SQUARE DANCING
FOR BEGINNERS $3.98
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Paul Hartman teaches:
Series C

_
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Music Introduction
The Wrong Way
Clap Hands
Please Come Home
Military Style
Look At You Now
Be Careful
New Partners All
Pass Right By
This And That

43001 NORTH AMERICAN SQUARE DANCES - $3.98
12 Teaching Dances
Paul Moore teaches:
Series A
It's American Man
Star Bound
Easy Like ABC
Swing Happy
What Do I Care
Kingston Chain
Double Orbit
Turn Back To Swanee
Tom Tom Twister
Please Stay Home
Ragtime Shuffle
All Over The World

- $3.98
43002 PROGRESSIVE TEACHING ALBUM
12 Teaching Dances
•

'11 4440

Dick Jones teaches:
Series B
\ Ai)

: . Vr"Vgil
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Let's Dance
From Me To You
Heads And Sides
I Like Mtn. Music
Promenade Inside
Shiek of Squaraby
Star Dosey
Mack's Star
Chain Hash
Good Old Summertime
Roundup
Banjo Ball

HAVE THEM DANCING AT ONCE
WITHOUT A LOT OF EXPLANATION
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AND MORE ALBUMS---

SQUARE
sAP4C INC& with ED GILMORE
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Instruction Groups I-4,
Practice Dances: (Turkey in
the Straw - Fiddler Bill • Pig
Town Fling - Nellie Bly) •
Follow the Leader (Little
Bald-Faced Horse) • Oh John
ny, Oh Johnny, Oh! - Ends
Turn In (Let 'Er Go Gallagher)
Comin' Round the
Mountain.
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LEARN
SQUARE DANCING
with ED GILMORE

..../

SQUARE DANCE PARTY

Ed Gilmore.

Fiddle Faddle
(Sally Gooden) - Old FashToned Girl (I Want a Girl) Back Away (Walkin' On
Down) • Indiana - Between
Those Ladies (Little BaldFaced Horse) - Oh, Lady Be
Good! - Lazy "H" (Square
Dance Gals) • Open Up Your
Heart • Starline (The Gal I
Left Behind Me) - Little Girl
Medley (My Little Girl) Pick Up Your Corner (Buffalo Gals) - Cornin' Round
the Mountain.

4019 MODERN MUSIC FOR SQUARE
DANCE — Slim Jackson Orchestra
(No Calls) — $5.00
(Instructions included)

Pass Me By
Arkansas Traveler
It's Been A Long Long Time
Make An Arch (Lucy Long)
Kingston Town (Jamaica Farewell)
Hey Look Me Over
On The Trail Of The Lonesome Pine
Divide The Ring (Chinese Breakdown)
Alabama Jubilee
Up The Lazy River
Hurry Hurry

Melodie D'Amour
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"Chicago's
1

614

eel
Friendliest Record

Store"

NORTH PULASKI RD CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60639

A C 312 227 1072

OPEN MON 8 THURS EVE

SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP $1.00. Modern progressive lines, circles and squares.
Contras to please today's dancers .

'SFURteleir
810

other cartoorpa

FOR SQUARE OAKEN
SPLIT -YER -SIDES (150 cartoons) $1.50
ppd. Miles of smiles for dancers and callers.
Reprints from New England Caller and
SQUARE DANCE.
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90/10 Badge Identification for callers who
will cater to 90% of floor at all times, 50C
SING-ALONG CALLS (30 pages) $2.00
Adaptations of popular recordings for easy
level dancing.

c51/16243W/l/g
CRLLS
CALLERS CLINIC $5.00. 60 pages of caller
class material, much choreography, examples
and systems for callers at any stage.

ORDER FROM THIS P.0 BOX 788
SANDUSKY,OHIO
MAGAZINE
44870

SQUARE DANCE DIPLOMAS

1O 0

EACH

ALSO
ROUND DANCE
DIPLOMAS

Portage it paid
23 or more.
ASK ABOUT
QUANTITY
PRICES

STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS, (64 exercises) $3.25 ppd. 10 week
dancer proven basic course, dance positions, R/D terminology, mixers, basic styling hints and helps on teaching.
ORDER FROM: Frank Lehnert, 2844 S.
109th St. Toledo, Ohio.

CARDBOARD
DANCER CUTOUTS (like design

DECORATE WITH

Approx. Sizes & Prices
9" x II"
12" x 15"
18" x 2 3No post.
chg. on 3
Or more.
Ask about
Jumbo
size----

75 ea.
1 00 ea.
1 25 ea.

Made in
Retarded
Adult
Workshop

CARTOON POSTERS AS SHOWN
IN CENTER OF OUR JUNE, '69
ISSUE---SIZE: 11x17;' ALL 8--$5.
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SMILE -- It's the greatest styling point in square dancing. It's
difficult to become angry with someone who smiles — and it's
hard to be angry yourself and still smile. Applaud at the end of
every tip, for the caller, your own set, and maybe just because se cretly you're glad it's over! No one will ever know, but you sure
are pleasant — A REAL SQUARE DANCER!
From Grand Square, New Jersey
=oc=43-=‘•ou<=p4K=sc=4).==>ac=t3.=

SQUARE DANCE
CLOTHING

places

to

dance

INDIANA

THREE GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING

ALLEMANDE SHOP 1219-663-2476)
250 North Main St.
Crown Point, Ind. 46307

FUN FEST
SWAP SHOP
3izip,n
REBEL ROUNDUP
9 1970
Write Fontana Village Resort

Our business Square Dance Clothing

Fontana Dam, North Carolina 28733

MICHIGAN

SEPTEMBERFEST
at Ky. Dam State Park, Kentucky Lake
Sept. 19-26 — Regular FULL FARE

RUTHAD 1313-841-0586)
8869 Avis
Detroit, Mich. 48209
Prettier, perkier petticoats, pantalettes
OHIO
Hergatt's Western Shop
50 N. Linwood Ave.
Norwalk, Ohio 44857
Everything WESTERN
•
SQUARE TOGS
11757 U.S. 42
Sharonville, Ohio 45241
Records available, too!
WEST VIRGINIA
Square Dance & Western Shop
182-A-9 Wylie Ridge Rd. - Rt. 1
Weirton, VV. Va. 26062

FESTIVAL
Sept. 12-26 — Special JET class-to-club
COURSE
Write: P.O. Box 190, Murray, Ky. 42071

ABC SQUARE-UP WEEKEND
Sept. 4-7, 1970
Silver Bay, N.Y. (Lake George areal
Write:Stan Burdick, 216 Williams St.
Huron, Ohio 44839

SHIN-DIG
July 2, 3, 4, 5, 1970
AMERICANA HOTEL, Miami Beach
For Brochure: Dot Schmidt, 200 N.E. 169th,
North Miami Beach, Fla. 33162

Newoombs and parts in stock

IIPPrgirf■www•rxrepatrreigmawawawerw.
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19TH NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE
CONVENTION 2;',U',7 HEAVEN
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WITH TMI CAILIR 11.4 MIND"

WVV117
STRAIGHT LIFE
by DON FRANKLIN

and the WAGON MASTERS

P.O. Box 364
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Arvada, Colorado

F ROM P O. Box 788
SANDUSKY OHIO
44870

